Hilton Garden Inn - Knoxville, TN
Product: Red Centennial, Coliseum

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
Hilton Garden Inn - Knoxville, TN
Product: Red Centennial, Coliseum

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
Grace’s Restaurant - Houston, TX
Product: Autumn Leaf, Cambridge

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
Grace’s Restaurant - Houston, TX
Product: Autumn Leaf, Cambridge

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
Denver Restorative Dentistry - Broomfield, CO
Product: Smokestack

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
Revolution - West Palm Beach, FL
Product: Englishpub (dry stacked)

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
The Foundry - Winter Park, CO
Product: Peppermill

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
The Point Coffee Café - Cullowhee, NC
Product: Peppermill

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
Matt's Chicago Dog Restaurant-Cornelius, NC
Product: Ironworks, Peppermill, Englishpub

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
Sully's Steamers-Greeneville, SC
Product: Smokestack

This photo sample is intended to represent general color range and texture. Precise color fidelity is difficult to obtain in print. Brick selection should be made from product samples.
General Shale masonry products are an integral part of a systems solution for sustainable construction. From highly efficient and environmentally friendly production to extremely long product life cycles, General Shale products can benefit both the environment and the building’s occupants.

Our company has a long history of responsible stewardship of the environment and has received numerous awards for our conservationist accomplishments. We are proud of leading the masonry products industry with innovative processes while providing the world’s best building materials for customers across North America.